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Photographic Memories

1. There are many organizing tips and techniques woven throughout the story. Have you tried any of them? What 
are your favorites? 

2. Pat says that creative people “like organization and sometimes are very diligent with a system, but other times 
they’re just too busy with more interesting activities to be bothered with taking the time to put things where they 
should go.” (p.16) Do you find this to be true for you or others you know? 

3. To what is Pat referring when she thinks, “Ah, yes, a little organization has far-reaching effects”? (p.125) Discuss 
other situations where you think this applies. 

4. Pat muses that maybe if people kept in better touch with the important people in their lives they wouldn’t feel the 
need to keep so many things. What do you think of this theory? (p.132) 

5. Have you ever eaten in a restaurant decorated with memorabilia? Do you ever wonder about the story behind the 
objects and pictures? (p.21) 

6. Pat is always reading people’s name tags so she can address them by name. Can you point to some examples in the 
book? What do you think of this practice? 

7. How does the author set the mood for Pat’s relationship with Eleanor Grafton in the first seven pages of the story? 
How does their relationship develop/change throughout the book? 

8. Cultural artifacts previously were distributed under a system known as “partage.” The Novostan Minister says 
today’s standard is “archeological source country.” (p.70) Discuss the merits of each system. Which do you prefer? 
Would Pat agree with your opinion? 

9. Compare Pat’s advice to Millie about collections with her argument to Novostan’s Minister about cultural 
artifacts. (Chapters 5 & 9) Do you agree with her approach to collections? To cultural artifacts? 

10.Sometimes Pat’s food choices reflect her situation and mood. Discuss examples of how her clothing choices do the 
same thing. Do you eat or dress based on your mood? 

11.While searching the Internet for Mary Smith Jones, Pat contemplates, “What’s in a name?” (p.87) Do you think 
the names of the characters reflect their ages and personalities, or are their names irrelevant? 

12.Discuss ways that Pat’s family life reflects and dovetails with her professional life. 

13.Eleanor, Howard, and Nina were concerned with reputation surrounding the looted portrait. Are they justified 
even though they are, as Pat says, “doing what’s right”? (p.100) What does this say about human nature? 

14.Pat thinks Eleanor’s behavior is part of her grieving process over the death of her husband of 55 years, Howard. 
What do you think? (p.122) 

15.Pat always liked to see if she could fill the pointy-bottomed paper cup at the water cooler in a way that made a 
bubble blurp up in the inverted five-gallon water jug on the top. The security camera in the room influenced her 
to stay seated instead. (p.139) How does this tiny incident illuminate Pat’s character and personality? 

16.Pat wishes her clients could see some romance in organizing. (p.121) Can you? Does anything in the story 
influence your thinking about this?


